
There are a few points which require comments; thus on p.48 dkar
brgyud bstan-pa is rendered "la doctri ne des bka'-brgyud-pa". On p.98 
the author states that "L'usage du 'khar-gs;J semble s'!!trc perdu asSC'1. t61 
au Tibet"; this is nOI entirely the case, as this object is still part of the 

equ;pmcnl of a fully ordained Bonpo monk and is US<d by Ihese monks on 
ce rtain ceremo nial occas ions. On p.145 B u-s ton (1290-1364) is 

anachronistically referred to as "le savant dge-Iugs-pa"; surely it is morc 
correct to refcr to him as a bka'-gdams-pa, and reserve the term dge
lugs-pa for the school founded by Tsong-kha-pa. On p. 221 , slong-gsum 
is translated as "Ics fro.is mondes"; this expression refers, however, to the 
concept of "a thousand worlds three times multiplied", i.e. a billion, in 
other words, an infinite nwnber. On p. 285 there is a reference to Liui 

and Kiggel 1988, a work which does not seem to be listed in the 
Bibliography. On p. 288 there is a reference 10 a Bhutanese instrument 
sw-Jim. to which the author adds siC; thc sic is, however, unca1led for, as 
the word surlim is the normal Dzongkha pronunciation of Tibetan ZUf

gling. 

These details arc:, obviously, of marginal importance and do not 
detract in thc least from the overall exeellcncy of the book, both as an 

indispensable handbook and as an important contribution to the study of 
Tibetan culturc. On lhe whole, the documentation is extensive and 
meticulous, and the use of illustrations ge-nerous. Thc inclusion of a 

compact disc is particularly praiseworthy. 

Precisely because of the excellcncy of the present volwnc, the lack 
of comprehensive s tudies of other aspects of Tibetan musical traditions 

becomes all the more 3ppltCtll First and foremost, a study of the vocal 
traditions of ritual music is needed; these traditioos can only be studied in 
conjunction with thc :rc levant rituals. Likewise, the various regional 

traditions of folk-music should be studied and docwnented systematically. 

Mireille Hclffcr's book will serve as an inspiration for resc~ch in all 

these ftelds, and provides a sta .. 1<b. ... d of excellence an.d comprehensiveness 
against which all future contributions will be measured. 

P.K. 
University of Oslo 
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Ingemar Grandin, Music and Media in Local Life. Music Practice in a 
Newar Neighbourhood in Nepa~ Linko ping : Linkoping Uni versity 
(Sweden), Department of Communication Studies,1989. XX-233 pp .• 

Review by Mireille H elfrer 

This book is the outnow of a Swedish progranure, "Music, modernity and 
the communication of a national identity in Nepal". The author's objective 
was the study of musica l practice (pt!rformance and listening) and 
"mediatizat ion" (assimilation of and accommodation to new resources) in 
the micro-SOCle ty of a small Newar town in the Kathmandu Valley from 

198510 1988. 

The book is div ided into six chapters . The first chapter desc ribes 

"everyday" and "extraordinary" situations in which mus icians,pe rformelS 
practice various forms of music (religious festivals, processions, marriages, 

cultural programmes) or how the residents of a spec ific neighbourhood 
understand and listen to music:rne second c hapter focuses upon the Newar 
musical heritage and describes the divelSe musical fonns which have 
surv ived and the circumstances in which (hey are perfonned. The third 
chapter takes into considerati on "modem " music (adhllflik), transmitted by 

the rredia ( radio, cassettes, fi lm)-Nepali or Newa ri songs, songs adopted 
from popular Indian films or, anlong the young. western rock, pop or disco 
music. An interesting distinction is made between "love songs", 

predominant on the radio, and "sociclal songs", undoubtedly corresponding 
to the Nepali tenn samajik. The latter attract much interest in Newar 

society but do not appear on official programmes. The fourth chapter 
discusses the resu1r.s of a neighbourhood survey of 27 out of 53 households 
which responded to a questionnaire. The analysis of these responses from a 

total of 61 indiv idual s, from 12 10 72 years of age and nearly all men, 
reveals the role played by the presence of a radio and the programmes 
broadcast by Radio Nepal (which do not really"anow much c hoice) and the 

marked preferences of the choice of cassettes. The fifth chapter analyses 
how the contemporary phenomenon of g raduaUy subs tituting some 

repertoires for others has already manifested itself over the years and how 

- PUblished in French in Y ~arbookfor Traditional Music, 23/1991, p. 145·146. 
Translation: S. Kcyes 
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some circumstances, such a s jatra religious festivals, today favour the 

merging of diverse repertoire s.The sixth chapter puts forth an inte rpretation 
of the observed facts by emphasizing the musical compatibility of 
repertoires marked by a common association with "Indian civilisation" or 

by the use of the same inslrUment (corrbina tion of harmonium and labala, 
for example). Grandin also discusses the ideological currents which 
articulate Newar e!hnic awareness I'Oday, within the realm of nwsic, bu t 
als o extend to the linguistic and political realms . 

In COnlrasl 10 his predecessors, who followed a more familiar 
approach to elhnomusicology, and were more interested in Newar music 
and instrurrenls, Grandin deals with the subject from a new and justified 
soc iological perspect ive. He clearly shows the turning point marked by !he 
fall of the Ranas, the openings to modernity following the revolutionary 
movement in 1 989~90; he always places such changes within the 
perspective o f the Newar minority. The methodology employed, despite ilS 
ext remely positive side, nevertheless has serious drawbacks; it assumes as 
a maller of fact that the reader withou t know ledge of Nepali will be 

famil ia r with the acoustic material in ques tion or have on-site experience. I 
would have hoped tha! in add ition to the very useful glossary of Nepali and 
Newari tenn s, a cassette of re cord ings would have been included to allow 
direct access to the sounds of the Newar of Kirtipur. 

Besides lhe ql)e~lions which the representativeness o f the sampling 

bring up, one might also question the choice of the town of Kirtipur in 

relation 10 other Newar 10wnS in the Kalhmandu Valley , or even towns 
which are predominantly Nepali-speaking. 

In conclusion, Ihis text by Jngemar Grandin is a valuable source of 
infonnation and most useful because of its numerous Nepali references 
(texts, records and cassettes, often unavailable in the West). However, it is 
likely 10 have grealer interest for the sociologist and risks disappointing the 
ethnomusicologis t anxious 10 bener understand Newar music. 
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Pirkko Moisa)a. Cul/uTai CogniJion in Music: Continuity and Change in 
the Gurung Music of NepaL Jyv3skyJa : Gummerus Kirj apaino Oy, 
1991 (Suomen etnomusiko)ogisen seuran julkaisuja 4). xi i. 427 pp .• 

Review by Mireille Helffer 

Pirkko Moisala's book, dedcated to the ITlJsic of an ethnic g roup in central 
Nepal, is a significant contribution 10 the knowledge of Himalayan mus ic, 
as much for the novelty of the subject as for the methodology which 
combines anthropological, musicological and cognitive approaches. 

The author, who has had several articles published in periodicals in 
Nepal and FInland, bases her work on solid fi eldwork. She visited a village 
in the district of lamjung with a majority Gurung population (in 1975~76, 

and more briefly in 1985); there, she collected music documentation to 
which 12 hours of videocassettes were added. She took advantage of the 
ten-year interval between her two visits to perfect her study of Nepali in 
London and ethnomusicology in the United States. 

In the two introductory chaplers, the author explains and jus tifies her 
cho ice of methodology by acknowledging her indebtedness to the late John 
Blacking. and other Sign ificant names in American ethnomusicology: Alan 
Merriam , Bruno Nett) and Norma Mcl..eod. She also details the theore tical 
presuppositions which underlie her research and which aim at e lucidating 
10 what measure changes in musical order are concomitant wi!h other 
ob...o;ervable changes in it given culture. 

The following chapter places Ihe Gurung ethn ic group within the 
Nepalese context. T here is a clear su mmary of data gathered by numerous 
English, Nepalese and French anthropologists during the last decades and a 
rigorous presentation of the conditions in which the s ludy was carried out, 
at a time when !he process ofNepalization was most intense. 

The fourth chapler which deals with problems relative to the 
specificity of Gurung music takes up nearty half of the book: it is divided 
in six sub-chapters which successively examine the following points: 

~ village music, 1975-76 

• Gurung and Nepalese musical concepts 

• Published in French in Yea,bookfo, r,aditiontJl MllSic. 24/1992, p. 163·]64. 
Translation: S. Keyes 
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